The single track paradise of the Alps
This is where the Davos Klosters bike community gets together to swap news and stories. Become a fan of Davos Klosters Bike and meet your community online at any time.

facebook.com/DavosKlostersBike

Had such a fun day riding tracks in Davos yesterday with Stu from Cut Media!!! Big thanks to Michael at the Bike Academy Davos for showing us around.
#singletrailparadies #endlosbikendavos #trailriding #endlesstrails

Danny MacAskill

Simply great. Super tracks.... keep on at it!

Thomas Brechbühl

Thanks to the whole team! Fantastic work! Davos Klosters MTB paradise! 😊

Fabian J. Füglistier

I’m in! Davos is now my. No. 1 biking destination. thanks to the wonderful, perfectly maintained tracks. Keep up the good work 🙌

Emanuel Oehring

Simply fab! Beautifully maintained tracks and friendly people everywhere! Keep on at it!!

Nicolas Dross
The ultimate adrenaline rush. Climb the mountain eight times with different cable cars and lifts and then carve your way down almost 10,000 metres on different single tracks – no wonder the biking world is talking about the „Bahnentour“.

When you combine the descents, you get a bike tour with almost 10,000 metres of descent. The fittest bikers can complete the „Bahnentour“ in a day. However, the tour can also be completed in several stages, say over 2 days, guaranteeing the same enjoyment – just with a few more breaks to enjoy the unsurpassed beauty of nature with friends.

**Highlights**

- More single tracks are just an impossibility
- Descend on a section of the „Alps Epic Trail Davos“
- Track from the Weissfluhjoch to Davos Wolfgang via Meierhofer Talli
- Chörbschhorn

**Distance, elevation gain**

- 81 km
- 635 metres of climb
- 10,000 metres of descent

**Best season**

July to mid-October

**LOCAL TIPP**

Thomas Giger
Owner of Ride Magazine, Single Trail Map and Herbert

- The unique endurance experience for mountain bikers
- Order pizza for lunch in advance for delivery to the Parsenn funicular railway (with one-day tours)
- There are fewer people on the tracks during the week

And there’s more! The Davos Klosters “Bahnen tour” is getting a new route in 2018 – raising the bar even higher. The route features almost 100 kilometres of single track descents – do-able in a single day. “100 K” is the new “Bahnen tour” route, which differs in large parts from the original route. However, the designers have remained true to the original principle: no track is ridden twice and now nine lifts and cable cars are used for the ascents. Download now the GPS track of the 100 K route on the “Bahnen tour” website and book weekend packages with hotel: bahnentour.bike

**BAHNENTOUR RELOADED**

100 KILOMETRES OF SINGLE TRAIL DESCENTS IN ONE DAY

**Highlights**

- Even more single tracks are now a possibility
- New route
- No track is ridden twice
- All cable cars and lifts can be used free of charge (with stays of more than 1 night)

**Distance, elevation gain**

- 100 km
- 710 metres of climb
- 8,590 m of descent

**Best season**

July to mid-October
This unique track was designated as the first Epic Model Trail of Switzerland by the IMBA and, comprising 80% single tracks, it has been elevated to the elite group of the world’s best mountain bike tracks.

At the start, it flows down as far as Sertig Dörfli, where the climb to the Rinerhorn awaits riders. The tracks then pass through forests, over meadows and along mountain streams to the alpine village of Davos Monstein, over Jenisberg and then languidly follow the Landwasser stream as far as Filisur.

**Highlights**
- View from the Jakobshorn into the Sertig Valley on a flowing track
- Endless single tracks from the Rinerhorn to Monstein
- Switzerland’s highest brewery in Davos Monstein
- A refreshing beer from the brewery in the rustic village of Davos Monstein
- Lunch in the Besenbeizli in the hamlet of Jenisberg sampling local delicacies

**Route**

**Distance, elevation gain**
- 40.1 km
- 916 metres of climb
- 2,401 m of descent

**Best season**
July to mid-October
**LOCAL TIPP**

**PISCHA**

**BIKE TOUR WITH A FLOWING DESCENT AND MAGNIFICENT VIEWS OVER DAVOS**

As you enter the Dischma Valley, the track heads up to In den Büelen and then follows a single track as far as Tschuggen. When it reaches the little church on Tschuggen, the track climbs steeply and the going gets tough for a while. The climb is much easier on an electric bike. From the mountain station, the track follows the ridge to just before the Hüreli. Then the track branches off to the right and flows across alpine meadows towards Drusatscha and Lake Davos.

**Highlights**

- Magnificent views into the Flüela Valley and across to Davos and the lake
- Track follows the ridge as far at the Hüreli
- Ideal picnic spot on the Hüreli or by the Pischas mountain station
- Descent from the Hüreli to Davos via the Drusatscha
- The fun factor on the climb is enhanced by the use of electric bikes
- Beef kebabs in the „Chalet Velo“ Restaurant, next to the Davos Adventure Park (Climbing and Bike Park)

**Route**

Davos – In den Büelen – Färich – Tschuggen – Pischas mountain station – Hüreli – Drusatscha – Davos

**Distance, elevation gain**

- 29 km
- 1,121 metres of climb
- 1,121 metres of descent

**Best season**

July to October

---

**LOCAL TIPP**

**CHÖRBSCHHORN**

**ENDLESS MOUNTAIN RIDGE WITH A CHALLENGING DESCENT**

The ascent to the Schatzalp passes along the Forststrasse. Just before the Schatzalp, the trail branches off towards the Höhenweg. A steep section follows the Büschalp. The panoramic trail continues along single trails towards the Strela Pass and over the Latschüelfurgga to the Chörbschhornhütte lodge, offering magnificent views over the Landwasser Valley. The newly constructed flowing single trail then continues over the Stafelalp towards Davos.

**Highlights**

- Track from the Strela Pass along the ridge with views of Davos and Arosa
- Descent from the Chörbschhornhütte Lodge over the ridge to Davos
- The Walser settlement of Stafelalp is sure to charm you – savour fresh regional produce in the restaurant

**Route**

Davos – Büschalp – High-altitude Track (Höhenweg) – Panorama Trail – Strela Pass – Chörbschhornhütte Lodge – Stafelalp – Frauenkirch – Davos

**Distance, elevation gain**

- 26 km
- 1,230 metres of climb
- 1,230 metres of descent

**Best season**

July to October

---

**LOCAL TIPP**

**FROM**

Ivan Fausch
Owner of Ivans Velosport (Specialized Concept Store)

- Almost 100% single tracks
- Take enough food and water with you
- Make sure that your mobile phone and camera batteries are full and the memory is empty

---

**FROM**

Selina Baisiger
Bike Guide, Bike Academy Davos

- Very well developed and landscaped track
- Upper section of the track flows with great “switchbacks”
- Either picnic at the Chörbschhornhütte lodge or grab a bite to eat in the rustic Berghaus Stafelalp restaurant
The leisurely climb starts at the Davos Adventure Park and continues via Tschuggen up to the Flüela Pass at an altitude of 2,382 m.a.s.l. You can also take the post bus or the legendary “Davos Bike Shuttle”. The track starts at the Flüela Hospiz restaurant (Flüela Weisshorn side) and simply follows the signposts or the rushing Flüela stream down into the valley. The start of the track is very technical but it becomes longer and more flowing. The flow really comes into its own after Tschuggen. The fun Flüela Track from the pass or even just from Tschuggen is very popular as an “after-work” track (see “TGIF Run with Friends” every Friday!).

**FLÜELA TOUR**

**PLenty Of Flow Through THE ENTIRE FlüELA VALLEY**

- Lake Schwarzsee at the top of the pass
- Combine with the Pisch Tour (via Tschuggen)
- Views into the Flüela Valley
- Ultra-flowing lower section

**Route**

Davos Adventure Park – Tschuggen – Wägerhuus – Flüela Pass (Hospiz restaurant) or with the Bike Shuttle – Wägerhuus – Tschuggen – Davos Adventure Park

**Distance, vertical metres**

- 13 km
- 822 vertical metres of climb
- 822 vertical metres of descent

**Best season**

May to October

---

The tour follows easy-to-ride-on forest tracks around Davos with very few climbs. From Davos Platz, the route heads to Sertig Mill via Wildboden. From here, it climbs up towards Davos Clavadel. The loop passes through the Spinnele Forest (best known from the downhill from the Jakobshorn) and then descends into the Lower Dischma Valley. The final few kilometres pass through In den Büelen into the Flüela Valley and then back to Davos.

**DAVOS VALLEY TOUR**

**THE “AFTER-WORK TOUR” – ALSO IDEAL FOR FAMILIES**

- Landwasser Valley with its tributary valleys
- Streams and wells with fresh mountain spring water
- The tour is an experience for the whole family
- Bike Park in the Davos Adventure Park

**Route**


**Distance, elevation gain**

- 26 km
- 520 metres of climb
- 520 metres of descent

**Best season**

May to November

---

**LOCAL TIPP**

**FROM**

Marco Kocher
Trail Crew Manager

- Davos Bike Shuttle
- Damiano’s in Tschuggen is recommended for game dishes
- Viewing point at the lower Wägerhaus (hill with car park in the middle of the Flüela Valley)

**LOCAL TIPP**

**FROM**

Britta Wild
Bike Academy

- Single track from In den Büelen towards the Flüela Valley makes you forget gravity
- Ideal terrain for initial single track experiences
- Children can run riot in the bike park or climbing park while their parents relax in the „Chalet Velo“ restaurant

**FROM**

Britta Wild
Bike Academy

- Single track from In den Büelen towards the Flüela Valley makes you forget gravity
- Ideal terrain for initial single track experiences
- Children can run riot in the bike park or climbing park while their parents relax in the „Chalet Velo“ restaurant

**FROM**

Britta Wild
Bike Academy

- Single track from In den Büelen towards the Flüela Valley makes you forget gravity
- Ideal terrain for initial single track experiences
- Children can run riot in the bike park or climbing park while their parents relax in the „Chalet Velo“ restaurant
This long and demanding electric bike tour takes three days and passes through the entire resort region of Davos Klosters, offering endless landscapes, panoramic views and unforgettable mountain lodge experiences – with the mantra: Expand your Limits!

The first section heads off from Davos along the well-known Pischa Route to Klosters and then continues into the picturesque Vereina Valley. Once in the wilds of the valley, you will spend the first night in the rustic Berghaus Vereina.

The second day is the longest in terms of distance as well as being the most challenging. It starts at the Berghaus Vereina heading for Klosters, from there via the Serneuser and Contrser Schwendi and the Duranna and Casanna Pass, passing the beautiful Lake Gruensee, before continuing along the Parsennfurrga to the Parsenn mountain lodge. The trail passes along the Totalp and Meierhofer Tälli down into Davos before the final ascent to the Berggasthaus Dürrboden where you spend the second night against the backdrop of breathtaking scenery.

The third and final section leads from the Berggasthaus Dürrboden over the Scaletta Pass to the Alp Funtauna and then continues along the Val Funtauna to the idyllically beautiful Ravaisch lakes. From there, the trail continues through seemingly untouched nature to Bergün and on to Filisur where the nostalgia train travels daily back to Davos Platz, bringing the Electric Bike Lodge Tour to a relaxing end.

**Highlights**
- Large proportion of single tracks and very diversified landscapes
- Enjoy the uphill flow on the single track to Tschuggen
- Picnic at the idyllic Green Lake and the Ravais-ch-Lakes
- Lodge experience in the rustic mountain lodges Vereina and Dürrboden
- Put your legs up after the tour on the nostalgic train from Filisur to Davos Platz

**Route**

**Distance, elevation gain**
- Stage 1: 38 km, 1,162 vertical meters of climb, 1,380 vertical meters of descent
- Stage 2: 52 km, 2,143 vertical meters of climb, 2,079 vertical meters of descent
- Stage 3: 36 km, 1,104 vertical meters of climb, 2,031 vertical meters of descent

**Best season**
- July to mid-October

**From Corina Gantenbein**
- Mountain bike professional from Klosters
- Local Tipp
- Look forward to a rich and varied never-ending single track as far as Klosters on the Pischa
- Just before the final ascent to the Berghaus Vereina, take a brief detour to the left to recharge your batteries with a slice of home-made cake on the Alp Garfiun.
- Before you reach the Silvretta Pass, turn round once more and savour one of the most beautiful views on the tour
- At the end of the tour, put your feet up in the nostalgia train from Filisur to Davos Platz
The new bike park has facilities for bikers of all ages. While more advanced riders might dare to take on the jumps, beginners can practise their skills in the skills park or on the pump track. The park is designed so that bikers can improve their skills over time and move on to the next obstacle in terms of difficulty. The skills course is perfect for assessing and improving your technical ability.

Bikers can learn the sport’s basic moves on the pump track and acquire good coordination and fitness training. The composite surface of the modular pump track even lets them practise their skills in bad weather.

The humus table line for beginners provides the best preparation for the larger jumps on the dirt jump line. The dirt jump line provides the best training opportunities for more advanced riders, offering plenty of space for creativity. From summer 2018, the Davos Bike Park will also be offering a “Rezi landing”. This landing, which is unique in Switzerland lets bikers practise their jumps and expand their skills.
The Gotschna freeride piste has something to offer everyone, whether you are young or old, novice or advanced rider. The fun flowing trail with lots of wooden elements and steep walled curves is winning riders over with its pure biking fun and the moderately steep terrain from the Gotschnaboden down to the valley station of the Gotschna funicular railway.

Many tables, flattened dirt mounds with steep approaches, have been shored up. The combinations of high jumps, hard waves and vertical curves are only suitable for experienced riders. You’re the boss on the slope! Attack the obstacles with high flights and loads of style or slowly try out your first jumps.

davos.ch/gotschnafreeride
klosters.ch/gotschnafreeride

Starting point of the tour
Klosters – Gotschnaboden

Destination of the tour
Klosters – Gotschna

Highest point
1,779 m

Lowest point
1,191 m

Distance, duration
• 4.8 km
• 1 h

Features
• Downhill
• Single trail / Freeride
• Magnificent views
• Can be ridden in sections
• Refreshment stops
• Lift ascent
**FATBIKEN**

**CRUISING THROUGH THE WINTER ON WIDE TYRES**

Snow, sand, debris or mud – nothing holds them back. You’re guaranteed not to topple over on these modified mountain bikes with tyres up to twelve centimetres wide. Originally invented in Alaska, fat bikes are now also used in winter in Davos Klosters – as ‘fun mobiles’ on the Pischa. An insight into this alternative sport – currently the next big thing.

Perhaps it’s their over-sized thick tyres, sometimes up to 4.8 inches wide to be precise, that makes fat bikes such attention-grabbers. Or perhaps it’s the otherwise unusual season for biking. After all, as soon as most people have ‘hibernated’ their bikes for the winter – that’s when the fat bike season starts. Riding enjoyment takes over once you’ve got used to their monstrous appearance. So much so that you’ll find yourself inwardly wishing that the snow would remain lying. Yes, you’ve read correctly. Because fat bikes even ride beautifully through deep snow.

**An on-trend sport with a ‘coolness’ factor not to be underestimated**

Many people are comparing this new on-trend sport to the early days of snowboarding. Who can remember the days when so many people thought that the boards were more impractical than skis. They totally underestimated the ‘coolness’ factor. And it’s the same with fat bikes. And what’s more: alongside a traditional mountain bike, it’s like comparing a monster truck with a Fiat Panda – not as agile but ten times more laid-back and significantly wider by contrast. You’re guaranteed to find at least one model in every bike shop today. And not just because it looks decorative – because it’s great fun too.

By the way: Europe-wide, Pischa is the only region to transport fatbikes by lift/cable car and offer a range of different descents. [davos.ch/fatbike](http://davos.ch/fatbike)

**Fat bike tours on the Pischa**

From easy to difficult: Four spectacular fat bike descents await you on the Pischa, all four offering wonderful views over the Fluela valley:

**Tour 1:** Pischa – Fluelamader – Mäderbeiz – Dörfji: 3.5 km long, difficult

**Tour 2:** Pischa – Mäderbeiz direct route – Dörfji: 3 km long, easy

**Tour 3:** Pischa – Arvenwald – Dörfji: 3 km long, challenging

**Tour 4:** Pischa – Tschuggen – Dörfji: 5.5 km long, difficult

The signposted routes are also used by other winter sports enthusiasts. Please respect them!
Davos Klosters is seen as pioneering in the bike scene and has employed a Trail Crew for many years. The Trail Crew shapers are out and about on our tracks every day. Apart from maintaining the tracks to prevent erosion and damage to the landscape, they also build stream crossings, shovel away landslides, maintain the environment, construct passes through fences and more.

Apart from the actual physical work, there is a lot of discussion, philosophising and testing undertaken with land owners, farmers, rail workers, bikers and hikers. After all, only by doing so can you find out people’s concerns and where something can be improved.

davos.ch/trailcrew
klosters.ch/trailcrew

The seven dwarfs in the tale of Snow White, the Seven Wonders of the World – and the seven thinking steps to happy riding. Somewhat tongue in cheek, the latter demonstrate the bike culture in Davos Klosters. A happy biker pays heed to them.

7 THINKING STEPS TO HAPPY RIDING

STEP 1: SHARE TRAILS
Hikers and mountain bikers use the same tracks in Davos Klosters without restrictions. Mountain bikers need to slow down to walking pace when overtaking and stop at crossings on narrow paths to make room for hikers. And walkers, too, give bikers room, where possible and reasonable, when they encounter each other.

STEP 2: STAY ON THE TRAILS
The comment made by a car tyre manufacturer also applies to biking: “Fun is not a straight line.” It’s the bends and curves that make riding thrilling and create flow. And that’s not all: if bikers stay on the trails, they will also help to protect the environment. Therefore do not be distracted by shortcuts and stay on the trails.

STEP 3: LEAVE NO TRACE
An extended and eroded trail is like a faded love story for bikers. Therefore, protect what you love: adapt your riding style and never brake with blocked wheels. That way you’ll protect the trail and your bike too. Share the love!

STEP 4: STAY INFORMED
One of you wants to go up, the other down: sooner or later, the paths of bikers, trail runners or hikers will cross on the trails. Draw the other person’s attention to your presence as early as possible, preferably with a small bike bell or a friendly greeting. And on narrow trail sections: preferably stop briefly, let the other person pass and then continue.

STEP 5: GIVE PRIORITY
Wind in your hair, your wheels are spinning and you’ve got a big grin on your face. Bikers in Davos Klosters love this feeling. However, in spite of the wonderful flow, always be prepared for the unexpected. Adapt your speed to your ability so that you can brake in good time.

STEP 6: ALTER YOUR SPEED TO YOUR ABILITY
“Fox you have stolen the goose?” That’s the first line of a well-known German children’s nursery rhyme. Admittedly, there are no geese on the bike trails. Nonetheless, there are still good reasons for fences: they divide up areas of pasture and ensure that the livestock does not leave its intended area. So please close fences and gates after passing through.

STEP 7: SHUT GATES
The seven dwarfs in the tale of Snow White, the Seven Wonders of the World – and the seven thinking steps to happy riding. Somewhat tongue in cheek, the latter demonstrate the bike culture in Davos Klosters. A happy biker pays heed to them.
BIKE EVENTS

BIKE EVENTS

RIDE THE NIGHT

7 MARCH 2020
Following a longer pause, the popular “Ride the Night” bike spectacle will once again take place on the Rinerhorn in March. On this evening, the descent will be solely prepared and open to bikers. A spectacular night-time freeriding event awaits participants.
davos.ch/ridethenight

MORNING FLOWRIDE

28 MARCH 2020
The snowy experience at sunrise with 12 kilometres of downhill fun. It doesn’t get any longer than this. On your bike on the descent from the Weissfluh summit to Küblis, also known as the legendary Parsenn descent, the focus is not so much on the competition as on fun and being out together on the slopes.
herbert.bike

DAVOS TRAILRIDE

3 TO 5 JULY 2020
The trail ride competition for soul riders on Davos’ trail network is a team event. The exclusive mix of team spirit, riding fun and trail flow, ascents in cable cars as well as individual tour planning make this competition highly attractive to riders.
rockymountaintrailride.ch

BIKETASTIC FESTIVAL

10 TO 12 JULY 2020
The first ever Biketastic Festival will be held in Davos on the weekend of 10 to 12 July 2020. These days are totally given over to bike sport. Participants have the opportunity to take part in tours, workshops and courses and to test out different brands of bikes. The festival can be booked as a total package with accommodation or also only with different programme points and is therefore perfect for guests and locals alike.
biketastic.ch

SWISS EPIC

8 TO 22 AUGUST 2020
Be part of the action when the athletes arrive in Davos on 21 August after 5 days, 350 kilometres and 12,000 vertical metres and ride the following day for victory on the final stage.

DAVOS RACING PROGRAMME

4th stage: 21 August 2020
Arosa – Davos
Finish in Davos Park / Kurpark

5th stage: 22 August 2020
Davos – Davos
Start and finish in Davos Platz / Kurpark

Accompanying programme of events
• Kids’ scooter course
• Pumptrack race
• Kids’ bouncy castles
• Winners’ ceremony
• Food & drink
• Music & speakers

BE THERE LIVE
BIKE EVENTS

GRISCHA TRAIL RIDE
27 TO 30 AUGUST 2020
This unique trail riding competition is aimed at bike teams who don’t just want to race against the clock. Joint route planning on the evening before and the experience of being out in nature on the day of the race is just as much fun. This event is a “must” for all single track hunters who love or would like to get to know the tracks around Davos, Klosters, Lenzerheide and Arosa. grischatrailride.ch

DIRT OFFSPRING SERIES
AUGUST 2020
Four dirt jump events in four Swiss dirt jump parks, jam sessions for all and competitions for the U20. That’s the Dirt Offspring Series. Against the backdrop of the best dirt parks, riders are challenged in this “Tour de Suisse of Dirt Jumpers”. The event series is the meeting place for Swiss dirt jumpers and specifically targets young up-and-coming riders. facebook.com/dirtoffspring

ENDURO TEAM
3 TO 5 SEPTEMBER 2020
Spills and thrills are second to none in this Enduro event in blind racing mode. The joint result is what counts as the race time. Team work and good tactics are just as important as fast riding on the trails. Apart from the well-known teams of two, in 2020 the organisers are also launching a FUN TEAM category in which teams of three to six people can ride together. enduro-team.ch

ENDURO CAMP – LADIES ONLY!
25 TO 27 SEPTEMBER 2020
This long weekend is solely “For the ladies!” OK, possibly there will also be a good-looking guide from the Bike Academy Davos there, but the group in Level 2 or 3 will consist solely of (a maximum of six) women. Over three days, the Hotel Grischa will be showcasing unbelievably lovely single trails in the Davos Klosters resort to the attendees. And naturally there will also be plenty of socialising and good food. hotelgrischa.ch

THE WORLD’S BEST GUEST PROGRAMME

Davos Klosters Active
Experience Davos Klosters from a different angle. The world’s best summer guest programme “Davos Klosters Active” will be offering over 70 different activities (a total of 800 experiences) between May and October.

For more information and to register go to: davos.ch/active // klosters.ch/active

Mountain bike technical training
• Time / Meeting point: Tuesday, 14.30 – 17.00 / Davos Adventure Park
• Programme: Get to know your mountain bike better with a series of exercises, improve your technique and get valuable hints from a certified mountain biking guide.
• Registration / Important information: Register by 17.00 the day before. From 14 years. Bring your own bike and helmet.
• Free of charge

Introduction to wakeboarding
• Time / Meeting point: Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 11.00 – 12.00; Tuesday, 11.00 – 12.00: Kids-only
• Programme: Following a brief theoretical introduction, you will then have your first trial flights on suitable terrain – initially on flat terrain and then progressively steeper terrain, and soon you will be flying your first metres off the ground.
• Registration / Important information: Register by 12.00 the day before. Over 9 years. Bring your own board and helmet.
• Cost: CHF 5.00 per person

Taster paragliding day
• Time / Meeting point: Tuesday, 8.30 – 16.00 / Klosters Platz train station
• Programme: Following a brief theoretical introduction, you will then have your first trial flights on suitable terrain – initially on flat terrain and then progressively steeper terrain, and soon you will be flying your first metres off the ground.
• Registration / Important information: Register by 15.00 the day before. Over 15 years of age only, weight must be stated when registering.
• Cost: CHF 10.00 per person

Subject to change.
From 1 May to the first snowfall in autumn.

- Times and meeting point by arrangement
- CHF 10.00 per person / trip (Davos region)
- CHF 15.00 per person / trip to Wiesen (min. CHF 60.00 per trip)
- Individual times and meeting points by arrangement

Suggested tours with the Bike Shuttle:
- Flüela Hospice – Wägerhus – Tschuggen – Pischa – Drusatscha – Färich
- Davos Monstein – Jenisberg – Davos Wiesen – Filisur (section of the “Alps Epic Trail Davos”)
- Davos Wiesen – Leidboden – Filisur – Schön boden – Davos Wiesen (ideally in the spring)

Registration: Tel. +41 81 417 07 07 or +41 79 668 56 50 (Kessler’s Kulm Hotel, Davos Wolfgang)
Wouldn't you love to enjoy a day's biking without having to plan extensively? Then simply sign up for a guided tour. Local guides will show you unique places, insiders “tips” and “hidden tracks” in the Destination Davos Klosters and Prättigau region.

**BIKE GUIDES**

OUT AND ABOUT WITH THE LOCALS

The innovative bike shops in the Destination Davos Klosters and Prättigau region offer excellent service and also professional advice on everything relating to bikes and biking. They also have a wide range of hire bikes available.

**BIKE SHOPS**

THE REGION'S EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

- Bike Academy Davos GmbH (Bahnhof Dorf) Bahnhofstrasse 8, Davos Dorf +41 81 420 72 20 bike-academy.ch
- Ivans Velosport (Specialized Concept Store) Bahnhofstrasse 8, Davos Dorf +41 81 413 39 09 ivansvelosport.ch
- 2 Radfachgeschäft Metz Talstrasse 8, Davos Platz +41 81 413 51 32 metzdavos.ch
- Fullmoons GmbH Promenade 127, Davos Dorf +41 81 420 14 77 fullmoons.ch
- H. Obrist GmbH Dogglochstrasse 31, Klosters Platz +41 81 422 12 21 obrist-klosters.ch
- Bardill Sport Talstation Gotschnabahn, Klosters Platz +41 81 422 55 00 bardill-sport.ch
- Veloflütsch Hauptstrass 2, Küblis +41 81 330 53 30 velofluetsch.ch
- Bünda Sport Museumstrasse 2, Davos Dorf +41 81 416 72 22 bundasport.ch
- Ettinger Sport Promenade 153, Davos Dorf +41 81 410 12 12 ettinger.ch
- Ochsner Sport Promenade 45, Davos Platz +41 81 413 15 10 ochsner-sport.ch
- Mietcenter Bike Academy Davos GmbH Promenade 157, Davos Dorf +41 81 420 72 22 bike-academy.ch
- 2 Radfachgeschäft Metz Talstrasse 8, Davos Platz +41 81 413 51 32 metzdavos.ch
- H. Obrist GmbH Dogglochstrasse 31, Klosters Platz +41 81 422 12 21 obrist-klosters.ch
- Mietcenter Bardill Sport Talstation Gotschnabahn, Klosters Platz +41 81 422 55 00 bardill-sport.ch
- Bündasport Museumstrasse 2, Davos Dorf +41 81 416 72 22 bundasport.ch
- Ettinger Sport Promenade 153, Davos Dorf +41 81 410 12 12 ettinger.ch
- Ochsner Sport Promenade 45, Davos Platz +41 81 413 15 10 ochsner-sport.ch
- Velo Flütsch Hauptstrass 2, Küblis +41 81 330 53 30 velofluetsch.ch

* Also open on Sundays in the high season. Exact opening hours can be found on the bike shops’ websites.
“What could be nicer than shredding the very best single trails on your own or with friends in Davos Klosters, the 'Single Trail Paradise in the Alps'? 'Trail days' offers precisely this experience. Ride the loveliest and most flowing single trails in Davos Klosters together with mountain bikers from around the world (of the same level) and a local bike guide. There are also guaranteed to be a few hidden trails known only to locals.

Michi Wild, Bike Guide, Davos Bike Academy

Information on Trail Days

2 tours at two levels of difficulty (Level 2 and level 3) are offered each day (Friday and Saturday).

Level 2 (Intermediate)
Up to 1500 vertical metres over the course of the day. The day will cover a number of hiking trails. You should be capable of riding over small steps and roots. You are capable of undertaking single climbs of up to 600 vertical metres.

Level 3 (Advanced)
Up to 2200 vertical metres over the course of the day. You will be capable of long climbs of up to 2 hours and will have good bike handling skills. Trail descents with hairpin bends and steps and roots will be the order of the day.

Group size
A maximum of 8 people in a group – the Bike Academy will endeavour to acquire more guides should more people register. In exceptional cases there can be up to 10 people in a single group of friends. The tours will take place with 1 or more participants.

Meeting point
Meet each day at 9.00, fully equipped, at the Bike Station (Bahnhofstrasse 8, 7260 Davos)

Equipment
Equipment hire is possible.

Book now:
davos.ch/trail-days
klosters.ch/trail-days

BIKE HOTEL LABEL

TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF MOUNTAIN BIKERS

Bike hotels in Davos Klosters have to meet certain criteria:

Service:
• Bike cleaning area with hosepipe
• Lockable bike store
• Workshop for carrying out your own minor repairs
• Free washing service for bike kit
• Provision of professional bike guides and advice on tours

Catering:
• Hearty breakfast buffet and evening meal tailored to riders’ appetites
• Packed lunches can be provided (at a small surcharge)

Special offers when staying one or more nights:
• Trail Days – free bike guide for day tours on Fridays and Saturdays from the end of June to the end of September
• When booking directly at the bike hotel, the day pass for bike transport on Davos Klosters Mountains is included (if offered, please book the bike package)
• Further attractive bike packages can be booked directly at the Bike Hotels

Further information:
davos.ch/bikehotel
klosters.ch/bikehotel
PLAN & BOOK
EVERYTHING FOR A PERFECT BIKING EXPERIENCE

MAPS

Bike maps for the Davos Klosters alpine single trail paradise are available in paper form as well as online to download as a PDF.

Swiss Single Trail Map
The Swiss Single Trail Maps are renowned Swiss mountain bike maps with a scale of 1:50,000 and are printed on special tear-proof and waterproof paper. The maps provide an extensive network of trails for mountain bikers showing three levels of difficulty. The Swiss Single Trail Map Davos Klosters is available from all tourism offices, at the valley stations of the funicular railway/cable cars, in bike shops and in our holidays store for CHF 18.50. davos.ch/ferienshop

Single Trail Book
The best and most attractive mountain bike tours in Davos Klosters and the Prättigau Valley – presented by Thomas Giger. All the tours are presented in detail and can be easily followed using the integral map. GPX tracks included. Available for CHF 29.00 from Herbert Bike. herbert.bike/shop

Pocket Map Davos Klosters
The Pocket Map provides a quick overview of the Davos Klosters single trail paradise. It is perfect for carrying in your pocket and is available free from all information offices or to download as a PDF. davos.ch/maps

TOUR PLATFORMS

Apart from davos.ch/bike and klosters.ch/bike, which are continuously updated by the Davos Klosters resort, we also recommend the following tour platforms to ensure optimum planning of your trip:

TRAILFORKS
HERBERT
outdooractive

BOOK

Numerous hotels in Davos Klosters specialise in the needs of mountain bikers. Our Bike Hotels help to create a perfect stay for mountain bikers and their mountain bikes. For a perfect stay, book your accommodation directly via our holiday store or via the various Bike Hotels’ websites and make the most of the various benefits and offers (see Bike Hotel Label). davos.ch/ferienshop
BIKE-HOTELS
DAVOS KLOSTERS

Grischa – Das Hotel Davos
Modern and stylish bike hotel directly adjacent to the Jakobshorn cable car station and close to Davos Platz railway station with a range of restaurants, sun terrace and cosy bar & lounge. “A warm welcome!”

Ameron Davos Swiss Mountain Resort
The Ameron Swiss Mountain Hotel Davos lies in the very heart of Davos opposite the Convention Centre. This central location provides an ideal starting point for your bike tours.

Sclaettastrasse 22, 7270 Davos Platz
Phone +41 81 544 19 19
info@ameron-hotel-davos.ch, ameron-hotel-davos.ch

Grischa – Das Hotel Davos
Modern and stylish bike hotel directly adjacent to the Jakobshorn cable car station and close to Davos Platz railway station with a range of restaurants, sun terrace and cosy bar & lounge. “A warm welcome!”

Talstrasse 3, 7270 Davos Platz
Phone +41 81 414 97 97
info@hotelgrischa.ch, hotelgrischa.ch

Hard Rock Hotel
In the Hard Rock Hotel Davos, the power of rock ’n roll meets the beauty of the Swiss Alps to deliver an unforgettable experience. Put us on your charts today, grab your mountain bike and explore countless tracks with spectacular views.

Tobelmühlestrasse 2, 7270 Davos Platz
Phone +41 81 415 16 00
info@hrhdavos.com, hardrockhotels.com/davos

Kessler’s Kulm
Perfectly situated in the middle of countless bike tracks, the Kessler’s Kulm welcomes guests amidst the most wondrous alpine scenery. Countless cosy rooms and the sun terrace encourage you to linger awhile. A sauna in the fully glazed cabin with mountain views on the roof of the hotel rounds off the day.

Prättigauerstrasse 32, 7265 Davos Wolfgang
Phone +41 81 417 07 07
info@kessler-kulm.ch, kessler-kulm.ch

Solaria Serviced Apartments
Located at the entrance to the Dischma Valley, SOLARIA has a comprehensive range of SERVICED APARTMENTS & HOUSES. Cooking facilities in all apartments. Wi-Fi included. The spacious Solaria is family-owned and is managed with plenty of passion.

Solariastrasse 4a, 7260 Davos Dorf
Phone +41 81 416 35 35
info@solaria.ch, solaria.ch

Hotel Dischma
The Hotel Dischma and restaurants are located centrally between the Jakobshorn cable car and Parsenn funicular. Head off on bike tours of all kinds and in all directions from here. The wellness zone with sauna, steam bath, cold bath and quiet rooms invite guests to relax and unwind. Free Wi-Fi.

Promenade 128, 7260 Davos Dorf
Phone +41 81 410 12 50
hotel@dischma.ch, dischma.ch

Hotel Strela
Centrally located and yet enjoying a tranquil and sunny position, the Hotel Strela offers an ideal starting point for excursions up into the mountains.

Obere Strasse 39, 7270 Davos Platz
Phone +41 81 417 67 77
hotels@mountainhotels.ch, mountainhotels.ch

Hotel Ochsen 2
Everything you need: superior 3-star comfort in modern double rooms with free Wi-Fi and a hotel bar in a central location.

Talstrasse 12, 7270 Davos Platz
Phone +41 81 417 67 77
hotels@mountainhotels.ch, mountainhotels.ch

Hotel Ochsen
Simple bike holidays in the centre of Davos with free Wi-Fi and a fine dinner in the hotel’s own steakhouse.

Talstrasse 10, 7270 Davos Platz
Phone +41 81 417 67 77
hotels@mountainhotels.ch, mountainhotels.ch

Hotel Sport
Sporty hotel ideal for active relaxation – with an indoor pool, tennis, mini golf and sports hall. Cosy sun terrace and panoramic restaurant 5 minutes by bike to the Gotschna and Madrisa cable cars. Free Wi-Fi.

Landstrasse 95, 7250 Klosters
Phone +41 81 423 30 30
info@hotel-sport.ch, hotel-sport.ch

Sport Lodge
Simple bike hotel with double rooms, family rooms and apartments with kitchens in a sporting location and with invigorating garden seating. Typical Swiss breakfast with a wide selection. A wealth of biking advice and recommendations are guaranteed.

Doggilochstrasse 36, 7250 Klosters
Phone +41 81 422 12 56
welcome@sport-lodge.ch, sport-lodge.ch

Bike Hotel Wynegg
We understand what mountain bikers really want. Our Bike Hotel helps to create a perfect stay for mountain bikers and their bikes.

Landstrasse 205, 7250 Klosters
Phone +41 81 422 13 40
info@wynegg.ch, wynegg.ch

Sports Lodge
Simple bike hotel with double rooms, family rooms and apartments with kitchens in a sporting location and with invigorating garden seating. Typical Swiss breakfast with a wide selection. A wealth of biking advice and recommendations are guaranteed.

Doggilochstrasse 36, 7250 Klosters
Phone +41 81 422 12 56
welcome@sport-lodge.ch, sport-lodge.ch

Bike Hotel Wynegg
We understand what mountain bikers really want. Our Bike Hotel helps to create a perfect stay for mountain bikers and their bikes.

Landstrasse 205, 7250 Klosters
Phone +41 81 422 13 40
info@wynegg.ch, wynegg.ch
SINGLE TRACK
PARADISE
OF THE ALPS
No one can predict the future. But we know how to get there.

For those who want to keep moving forward in life and on the road, the Audi e-tron features a number of assistance systems and innovative features such as seamless connectivity, intelligent route planning that calculates routes showing charging stations*, and virtual door mirrors*.

The fully electric Audi e-tron has arrived.

[audi.ch/e-tron]